
HOWARD HUGHES

Howard Robard Hughes Jr. (December 24, â€“ April 5, ) was an American business magnate, investor, record-setting
pilot, engineer, film director, and.

When Hughes saw a picture of year-old Italian beauty Gina Lollobrigida in , his representatives offered plane
tickets for her and her husband to fly to LA to meet Hughes, but sent only one ticket. The wealth he
accumulated went to his son. The test flight did not go well. He then bought out his relatives' shares of the
company. His drug use escalated as he fought continuous pain, now injecting himself with morphine to
supplement his mega doses of codeine and valium. One day, Hughes, in an effort to control every minute
aspect of an aerial shoot, went up in a small scout plane. That same year he married Ella Rice, his first wife.
His emaciated body finally breathed its last breath on April, 5th,  The symptoms of his undiagnosed obsessive
compulsive disorder were by now all too apparent. He set numerous aviation records, and his Hughes Aircraft
Company built such notable planes as the Spruce Goose. Hughes's uncle was the famed novelist, screenwriter,
and film-director Rupert Hughes. Hughes eventually left Las Vegas and began living abroad. While she went
on to become a major star in Europe, her fame did not immediately cross the ocean because due to the contract
she had signed, she was forbidden for years from working in America for anyone but Hughes. After the
release of Scarface, Hughes stepped back from Hollywood to indulge his other great passion â€” flying. His
wife, tired of being neglected, divorced him. Shortly after the announcement, officials at the Hughes Tool
Company denounced the planned book as a fake. It made the father sick, but the son had just discovered the
one true love of his life. His famous Spruce Goose aircraft was flown only once. Howard Hughes was
intelligent, ambitious, and adventurous. During this time, both his mother and father died. Top Questions Why
is Howard Hughes significant? By the age of four, it was obvious that Sonny Hughes had inherited the partial
deafness that ran in the family. Hughes was 35 when he met Faith Domergue, then 16 and an actress under
contract with Warner Bros. The Summa Corporation was the name adopted for the business interests of
Howard Hughes after he sold the tool division of Hughes Tool Company in 


